Eukaryotic flagella and motile cilia are protrusive organelles that enable cellular motility or generate flow of extracellular fluid. This organelle, composed of more than 600 proteins ([@bib16]), retains functions such as bending and switching of waveforms by calcium ions even after isolated from the cell body, indicating that flagella and cilia can function as a closed system. Understanding this highly compartmentalized system is inherently interesting because of the striking organization and structure of this organelle and also because of its medical relevance; defects in this organelle are responsible for a group of diseases termed ciliopathies ([@bib8]). In this issue, Oda et al. present a 3D arrangement of a subset of flagellar/ciliary proteins and provide insight into mechanical signaling in this organelle.

Most flagella and motile cilia share a common 9 + 2 axoneme structure ([Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) with nine microtubule doublets surrounded by two singlet microtubules (called the central pair apparatus; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, light green). Adjacent doublets are connected by isoforms of the microtubule-based motor protein dynein. Peripheral microtubule doublets and the central pair are linked by complexes of 23 proteins ([@bib24]) called radial spokes. These structures form a beautifully ordered array along the microtubule doublets with 96-nm periodicity. Each radial spoke has a T-shaped structure with pseudo twofold symmetry ([@bib18]; [@bib1]). The radial spokes and central pair are essential for the waveform behavior of cilia/flagella by regulating dynein force generation.

![**3D structure of the axoneme and radial spokes.** (A) Axoneme from *C. reinhardtii* flagella seen from the proximal end (the minus end of the microtubule). RS, radial spoke (in a blue dotted line); ODA, outer dynein arm; IDA, inner dynein arm; MTD, microtubule doublet. The central pair apparatus is shown in light green. The inset highlights one microtubule doublet, radial spoke, and central pair apparatus seen from the side (left, the proximal end). The head, neck, and stalk subdomains of the radial spoke are indicated. Modified from [@bib2]. (B) 3D structure of the 96-nm periodic unit from *C.* *reinhardtii* flagella (EMDataBank accession no. EMD-2117). Proximal end is left. The color code is based on previous studies ([@bib9]; [@bib18]; [@bib4]). Dark blue, radial spoke; light blue, outer dynein arm; red, inner dynein arm; green, dynein regulatory complex; yellow, intermediate and light chains of dynein f; orange, microtubule; gray, unidentified. Radial spoke proteins located in [@bib15] and dynein species (α, β, and γ are part of the outer dynein arm, and a--f form the inner dynein arm) based on [@bib4] are indicated.](JCB_201401142_Fig1){#fig1}

Undoubtedly, the bona fide study of individual proteins is essential for the understanding of the flagellar/ciliary bending mechanism. Indeed, high resolution structural biology of dynein ([@bib5]; [@bib11]; [@bib19]; [@bib21]) has provided insight into the mechanism of force generation inside flagella/cilia. However, we also need to study how individual parts are integrated into the entire system. We must clarify how the individual components interact with each other to organize the highly orchestrated bending motion. This systems biology requires three-dimensional mapping of proteins in vivo.

Until now, location of component proteins in flagella/cilia has been mainly determined by comparing the structure of various deletion mutants of green algae *Chlamydomonas* *reinhardtii* using techniques of cryoelectron tomography and subtomogram averaging. With this approach, the location of all of the major dynein species was determined ([@bib3], [@bib4]). The molecular arrangement of the radial spoke is less defined. Five proteins out of 23 are localized at the top part (called the head subdomain; [Fig. 1 A](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, inset) of this T-shaped complex, close to the central pair apparatus. The rest of the proteins belong to the neck and stalk subdomains. Genetic depletion of one radial spoke head protein (RSP4) causes loss of the entire head, probably because it is essential for the assembly of the radial spoke head. Although a previous study using mutants ([@bib18]) identified the radial spoke proteins as a group, the exact position of the individual proteins has not been clarified. [@bib15] enabled a more detailed assignment by generating mutant strains. When RSP4 is expressed in the *C.* *reinhardtii* pf1 strain, which lacks the *RSP4* gene and therefore the entire radial spoke head, the entire head domain is recovered. The authors expressed RSP4 tagged with biotin carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP). The density of the BCCP tag appears in cryoelectron tomography, indicating the position of RSP4 ([Fig. 1 B](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This approach enabled not only the location of the proteins to be elucidated but also provided information about protein orientations, as far as the resolution allows. The authors succeeded in identifying the location of the N and C termini of RSP4. They also applied this technology to additional radial spoke proteins and revealed how two copies of this complex of proteins are arranged in one head domain, which might support a model of preassembly proposed by [@bib6].

The authors went far beyond simple structural analysis. They tagged, instead of with BCCP, with proteins of various sizes. When relatively small peptides (BSA or His tag) were used as a tag, flagellar motility appeared to be relatively normal. However, attaching a large protein (streptavidin) to the C termini of RSPs 3, 4, and 6---all of which are exposed to the interface of the central pair apparatus according to their structural analysis---caused paralysis. In contrast, expression of a large protein tag coupled to a radial spoke protein rescued the motility of paralyzed mutants that lack proteins projecting from the central pair. This remarkable finding suggests an interaction between the central pair apparatus and the radial spoke that depends on geometry, which probably modulates mechanical interaction by collision, rather than inducing a particular signal transduction mechanism. Mechanical interaction has been proposed previously as a hypothesis, based on the geometrical relationship between the radial spoke and the central pair ([@bib22]; [@bib12]), the absence of signal transduction motifs in the radial spoke head domain ([@bib17]), and the fact that the central pair twists in the axoneme ([@bib13]), which indicates that the interface with the radial spokes is not regular along the central pair apparatus. [@bib15] provide the first experimental proof of this model. This signaling mechanism and their methodology could be applicable to other scenarios in the cell.

This challenge of in vivo protein mapping of flagella/cilia will need further development and probably another breakthrough. Besides dynein and the radial spoke, only limited numbers of component proteins have been located and/or functionally analyzed even partially---dynein regulatory complex ([@bib9]), intermediate and light chains of inner arm dynein f ([@bib10]; [@bib23]), and an intermediate chain of the outer arm dynein ([@bib14]). More than 500 proteins of the 600 listed as flagella/cilia components are still unallocated, whereas many features in the tomogram are left unidentified. Systematic approaches to tag or label proteins in this organelle await development. Unfortunately, the design of mutants using homologous recombination in *C.* *reinhardtii* has not yet been reported. Knockdown by RNAi might be a promising approach to locate target proteins and analyze their function ([@bib7]; [@bib20]). If knockdown and expression of mutant proteins are combined in the future, it will enable systematic mutant generation. Flagella/cilia research, which takes advantage of periodicity and symmetry/pseudosymmetry of the axoneme, will lead to in vivo structural and functional analysis of other cellular organelles, which will pave the way to three-dimensional systems biology.
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